Power CMMS Module

AlsoEnergy’s Power CMMS Module delivers world-class tools for creating work orders and carrying out other CMMS functions in a way that is affordable and accessible to small and mid-sized businesses. Integrate with any CMMS system for one comprehensive view of all project and portfolio data, where the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. Address the needs of many different stakeholders at once with customizable dashboards providing the optimal view of the data for each user within the organization.

Features and Offerings
- Easy alert to ticket creation
- Checklists
- Financial impacts
- 3rd party integrations: Maximo, Salesforce, custom
- Time tracking
- Cost tracking
- Spare parts management
- Inventory management

Highly scalable
Roll out a cost-effect, user-friendly service that can continue to satisfy needs no matter how large the business grows.

Custom integrations
Integrate with the CMMS system of your choosing—Maximo, Salesforce, or another service—to improve efficiency without changing the way you run the business.

Accessibility controls
View an entire project portfolio through a private network connection or plug into a shared ecosystem of users, such as community solar subscribers.
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